David Julian convened the UCC at 1:30 in Tigert Hall.

**Members Present:** Joel Brendemuhl, Timothy Brophy, R. Paul Duncan, Linda Haddad, Stephanie Hanson, Joshua Hurdle, Christopher Janelle, Angela Lindner, David Pharies, Brian Ray, Alison Reynolds, Matthew Ryan, Edward Schaefer, Lauren Solberg, Nancy Waldron, and Andrew Wehle.

**Liaisons:** David Julian, Steve Pritz, and Tobin Shorey

**Guests:** Josie Ahlgren, Diane Beck, Tanya Dampier, Rachel E. Inman, Brian K. Marchman, Trang Trinh, Kristin Weitzel, and Mark Zakshevsky

1. Approval of minutes of March 17, 2015 meeting. Approved.

2. Update from the Faculty Senate. Dr. Mair was congratulated for his service at UF; change in credits in two majors was approved; Economics BSBA from the School of Business officially terminated.

3. Proposed revision to Bachelor of Science-Sport Management. Effective Fall 2015. Dr. Janelle presented; approved for 2016-17.


5. Proposed revision to Bachelor of Science-Civil Engineering. Effective 2015. Dr. Lindner tabled this request until the May UCC meeting.

6. Proposed change to new course proposal process. Dr. Julian presented this item which regarded not requiring a syllabus for UCC 1 forms. Approved.

7. Update on Academic Approval Tracking forms. Dr. Julian showed the draft version of the electronic forms to be used for UCC submission and said that these forms will be in place for the fall UCC submissions; Dr. Julian will send out a link when the forms are ready for review and UCC members will be given an opportunity to provide feedback on them.

8. Notice of items from the Academic Assessment Committee (information only)
   - Dr. Brophy relayed that almost all of the 2015-16 academic assessment plans had been submitted.

9. Notice of items from the Graduate School (information only)
   - Termination of the concentration in Supply Chain Management

---
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10. Notice of new graduate certificates (information only)
   • None

11. Notice of changes to graduate certificates (information only)
   • Change the graduate certificate name from Forensic Serology and DNA to Forensic DNA and Serology
   • Termination of the graduate certificate in Systems Engineering.
   • Termination of the graduate certificate in Advanced Systems Engineering.

12. Proposed new undergraduate certificates
   • None

13. Proposed changes to undergraduate certificates
   • None

14. Proposed new professional certificates
   • None

15. Proposed changes professional certificates
   • None

16. Proposed new undergraduate courses

   The Arts
   • ART2XXX – Introduction to Painting — conditionally approved
   • ART3XXX – Paint Draw Photo Interdisciplinary Studio — conditionally approved
   • ART3XXX – Site Specific Painting — recycled
   • ART3XXX – Thematic Projects in Drawing — conditionally approved
   • DIG4XXX – Internship — conditionally approved
   • DIG4XXX – Senior Project in DAS — approved
   • MUH3514 – Music Cultures of the World — conditionally approved

   Design, Construction, Planning
   • DCP1XXX – Introduction to Spatial Thinking — approved
   • DCP2XXX – Introduction to GIS I — conditionally approved
   • DCP4XXX – Geodesign Practicum II — recycled
   • URP4XXX – Modeling, Visualization and Simulation — conditionally approved

   Liberal Arts and Sciences
   • CHT3XXX – Animation in China — conditionally approved
   • CHW4XXX – Chinese to English — approved
   • GEO3XXX – People and Plagues — conditionally approved
   • HIS4052 – History Honors Workshop — conditionally approved
   • RUT3XXX – Creative Lives — conditionally approved
- RUT3XXX – War and Peace — conditionally approved
- RUT3XXX – Russia Through Film — conditionally approved

Public Health and Health Professions
- PHC4XXX – Introduction to Biostatistics for Health Science and Public Health — conditionally approved

17. Proposed changes to undergraduate courses

The Arts:
- ART3632 – Net Art — conditionally approved
- DIG3588C – Digital Portfolio — recycled
- DIG3506 – Interdisciplinary Design Methods — conditionally approved
- DIG4841C – Undergraduate Research Forum — conditionally approved

Engineering
- CES3102 – Mechanics of Engineering Structures — approved
- CGN4160 – Civil Engineering Practice — approved

Health and Human Performance
- LEI4880 – Research Methods in Tourism — approved

Liberal Arts and Sciences
- SPN1130 – Beginning Spanish 1 — approved
- SPN1131 – Beginning Spanish 2 — approved
- SPN2200 – Intermediate Spanish 1 — approved

18. Proposed new professional courses

Law:
- LAW6XXX – Advanced Civil Clinic — conditionally approved
- LAW6XXX – American Legal Thought — conditionally approved
- LAW6XXX – Arbitration Law — conditionally approved
- LAW6XXX – Collaborative Law — conditionally approved
- LAW6XXX – Corporate Finance — recycled
- LAW6XXX – Death Penalty Law — recycled
- LAW6XXX – Economics of the Family — conditionally approved
- LAW6XXX – Elder Law — recycled
- LAW6XXX – Employment Discrimination — conditionally approved
- LAW6XXX – Federal Criminal Law — recycled
- LAW6XXX – Federal Jurisdiction — conditionally approved
- LAW6XXX – Florida Criminal Procedure — conditionally approved
• LAW6XXX – Independent Research – Advanced Writing Requirement — conditionally approved
• LAW6XXX – Interviewing, Counseling and Negotiation — conditionally approved
• LAW6XXX – Race, Crime and the Law — conditionally approved
• LAW6XXX – Social Justice Lawyering — conditionally approved
• LAW6XXX – State and Local Taxation — conditionally approved
• LAW6XXX – Statutory Interpretation — conditionally approved
• LAW6XXX – The Takings Clause and Property Rights — conditionally approved
• LAW6XXX – Water Law — conditionally approved
• LAW6XXX – Wetlands and Watersheds — Recycled

Nursing:
• NGR6800 – Leading Quality Improvement Practice Initiatives — approved

Pharmacy:
• PHA5XXX – Clinical Applications of Personalized Medicine — approved
• PHA5XXXL – Global Health Pharmacy Outreach Experiences — conditionally approved
• PHA5XXX – Personal and Professional Development I — approved
• PHA5XXX – Personal and Professional Development II — conditionally approved
• PHA5XXX – Pharmacy and Population Health — conditionally approved

19. Proposed changes to professional courses

Law:
• LAW6067 – Mergers and Acquisitions — conditionally approved

Medicine:
• EMS2043 – Advanced Wilderness First Aid Medicine — approved
• EMS2059 – First Responder/Basic Cardiac Life Support Medicine — approved
• MDE4901 – Senior Research Project — approved
• MDU3038C – Care Coordination in Safety-Net Health Care — approved
• MDU4052 – Current Issues in Medicine Seminar — approved
• MDU4830 – Introduction to Psychiatry — approved
• MDU4910 – Senior Research Proposal — approved

Nursing:
• NGR6740 – Professional Issues in Advanced Practice Nursing — conditionally approved
• NGR6941 – DNP Practicum — approved
• NGR7891 – Health Policy and Finance in Advanced Nursing Practice — approved
20. Proposed new joint courses

Agriculture and Life Sciences
- FAS4XXX – Marine Adaptations — conditionally approved

Liberal Arts and Sciences
- CHM41XX – Electronics and Instrumentation — conditionally approved

Public Health and Health Professions
- PHC4XXX – Environmental Concepts in Public Health — conditionally approved

21. Proposed changes to joint courses
- None

22. Proposed new 5000 level courses
- None

23. Proposed changes to 5000 level courses
- None

24. Notice of new graduate courses (information only)
- ESI6XXX – Decision Making Under Uncertainty
- LAS69XX - Internship In Latin American Studies

25. Notice of changes to graduate courses (information only)
- MMC6725 – Social Media and Society

The meeting adjourned at 2:05 p.m.